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Happy New Year and welcome to another
edition of the AmiciNews. I have lots of treats
in store for you this time… including some
interesting features and not one but two new
mini-series. The first is “Getting to know you”
where over the coming editions you can get to
know your committee members a little better.
The second was inspired by Helen Patmore.
“Dear Uncle” is a great way to share any
questions you have about anything related to
music or music performance – all answered by
our very own Musical Director. I hope you find
it an interesting read. Lastly, look out for an
exciting new edition to the puzzle page as we
have a special guest entry – courtesy of
Maggie Vicarage. Thank you to both of you
for your much valued contributions. If you
would like to include something in a future
edition, all contributions will be more than
welcome so please drop me an email or catch
me at a rehearsal. Best wishes. Karen.

Have a look at what’s in store…
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Dear Amicis
Happy New Year! I hope you have all had a wonderful Christmas and
are ready to start singing again in 2014.
It seems a long time since September when we started rehearsing for our
‘early’ Christmas concert at the Gamlingay EcoHub on 7th December,
which was sponsored and arranged by Sandy Rotary Club. Their
nominated charities will benefit from the profits which totalled £1087. I’m
sure the Committee will agree with me that it was very nice to be relieved
of the organisation for this concert and, in the main, could just turn up on
the day and enjoy singing. Having said that, a small party of Amicis
together with Rotary members and ably led by Kate, turned up to erect
the stage on the morning of the concert. Between the rehearsal and
concert, Kate also turned her hand to cleaning the changing rooms after
the footballers had vacated them in order to render them suitable areas
for our ladies to assemble prior to the concert – so huge thanks to Kate
for taking on a rather unexpected and unpleasant duty – not in her job
description!!!
The concert was a ‘sell out’ and enjoyed by audience and performers
alike. Bill White, our Vice-President (and also a Rotarian) ‘compered’ the
concert and we were so pleased that he was well enough to participate in
an Amici event after the health problems he’d had for the past year. It
was especially enjoyable to welcome Tessa Wood, a former Amici, as
our accompanist and also Bryan Shaw our past President as our guest
performer. Their sensitive approach to all the pieces was much
appreciated and I’m sure the audience would have assumed they always
performed together, rather than this being the first occasion they had
met. The music they played together flowed so beautifully and that is
testimony to the professionalism of them both. Bryan’s recovery from his
illness has been remarkable and it was very gratifying to hear him play
again and know that he has not lost any of his former playing skills.
The evening ended with singers and audience mingling as they enjoyed
the mulled wine and mince pies being served by Rotary members. The
Rotary President has asked if we might collaborate again in the future –
so watch this space.
And so – on to a new term, new music and new challenges. I hope that
at least some of us will have persuaded new members to come along on
Thursday evenings and that we’ll all enjoy what lies ahead over the next
few months.
With very best wishes. Anne

A Christmas concert by the Amici Singers and Sandy Rotary Club
Together we have achieved, in the future we can achieve even more
On 7th December local collaboration produced a sell-out Christmas concert
for the renowned Amici Singers, their conductor Dr Douglas Coombes MBE
and Sandy Rotary Club, at the Eco-Hub Gamlingay.
The Amici Singers generously donated the proceeds of the concert to
Sandy Rotary for their charity work both locally and internationally. The
Sandy Club, along with the rest of the Rotary District, reacted instantly to the
terrible events in the Philippines by sending £10,000 to help with the
immediate needs of people caught up in this disaster. Locally Sandy Rotary
Club is supporting St John’s Moggerhanger, MacMillan Cancer and the
Jennifer Trust for Spinal Muscular Atrophy.
A seasoned concert-goer remarked that this was a particularly enjoyable
concert with a well-balanced programme, traditional, modern and, of course,
seasonal with audience participation. Douglas Coombes employed his own
special talent teaching the audience to sing the new material with
confidence and enjoyment. The whole concert was enhanced by wonderful
music played by Bryan Shaw (oboe) and Tessa Wood (keyboard).
The concert was compèred with great charm by Bill White, Sandy Rotarian
and Vice President of the Amici Singers, who thanked all who had helped
him with the organisation. Keith Franks, President of Sandy Rotary Club,
brought this delightful evening to a close. Mulled wine and mince pies were
served after Keith had acknowledged the contribution of all helpers from
both organisations who had made this event such a memorable success,
and which raised over £1,000 for Sandy Rotary Club’s charities.

Read on to discover some of the comments received after the concert

E-mail to Tessa Wood, the accompanist, from Douglas
Dear Tessa. Just saying thank-you like this, I feel, is quite inadequate for your major
contribution towards the success of last night’s concert. It was a comfort and
privilege to know that you were at the keyboard and therefore all the
accompaniments were in very safe and sensitive hands.
I know that you put such a lot of work into preparations which I really appreciate
and I hope that you felt was worth it. It was a joy to work with you. I know from a
number of comments, your playing was recognised as a major part of the
evening’s music making. I really hope that it will not be too long before we work
together again – that is if you would like to.
… and Tessa’ reply
Dear Douglas,
Thank you for those very kind words. The privilege was MINE to work with you and
the Amicis again. I knew I had to work hard to get close to your very high
standards. The 'girls' were so welcoming and kind and they performed so beautifully,
the evening was a truly wonderful experience (after the event, of course!!!)… Brian was
a really lovely person. I warmed to him immediately. Some soloists scare the living
daylights out of you! The oboe pieces you wrote were such fun! Of course, I would
love to work with you again, but I really am getting too long in the tooth for this
kind of thing. However, I try to emulate my piano professor, Jean Anderson (mother
of Gordon Hunt, oboist, well known to Brian), who is exactly twenty years my senior,
and who still does recitals and master classes.....'use it, or lose it', I suppose.

Last night’s
concert was
one of the best
– such a
wonderful mix
- I am so glad I
came back for
it!! Thank you
Douglas.
Jenny
(Baglin)
“AND WAS NOT THAT A JOYFUL SING” !!!!!!! Congratulations and
thanks all round. Barbara (Bunce)

Thank you so much for a wonderful concert
last night. It was sheer joy to sing with such a
great choir. The reverberations will last
throughout Christmas and well on in my
memory bank.
I particularly enjoyed Bryan's solos beautiful playing! I do hope we will be able
to hear again the two Shakespeare inspired
pieces. You really do compose marvellous
music. Thank you X
Tessa accompanied everything with such
sensitivity and feeling; she also was a joy to
watch.
The Eco Hub is a great venue, and the Rotary
Club were very supportive. All excellent!
Doreen Lawrence

Thank you so much for such a
lovely concert last
night. Vintage Amici. There
was such a friendly
atmosphere and the
audience really seemed to be
enjoying our music - as
indeed I think the choir
was. It was wonderful to
have Bryan's amazing
playing; I actually found it
very moving hearing him
playing those Shakespeare
pieces - if his treatment
hadn't gone so well, he'd
never have had the
opportunity! I'd love to hear
the whole suite. I thought
Tessa's playing was superb
too, she clearly thoroughly
enjoyed the Gershwin!
With love and thanks
Elizabeth x (Gammell)
PS thank you again for
giving me the chance to
conduct "Travellers" with the
Amicis, Tessa and Bryan that was special.

And in case anyone missed it, here is an e-mail from Anne (Chair) which she sent out:

Dear Amici
I hope you've all had a good rest today after our concert yesterday. And I hope you all agree with
me that it was a very enjoyable and creditable performance - I certainly enjoyed every minute. I
was pleased to get so many favourable comments from the audience during the 'social' time at the
end, particularly from people who don't normally come to such events - hopefully we shall have
gained a few more supporters for the future. I'm sure Sandy Rotary will have been pleased with the
turn-out and I hope they've raised a goodly sum for their chosen charities. It was very pleasing to
know that they would like us to 'do it again next year' - something for the committee to discuss.
As always our thanks must go to Douglas for getting us 'up to scratch' - he works us hard but it pays
off and I think there were many magical moments in last night's concert. It was good that Brian
Shaw is now well enough to play his oboe again and as always, he performed to the highest
standard that we have come to expect - it's always a joy to hear his music and I know he loves to
take part in our concerts - may this association go on for a long time to come.
I know that we may have been a little disappointed when we knew Trevor couldn't accompany this
concert, but what can I say about Tessa who agreed to take on the job? I don't think I'll ever be
'very clear' again!!! That really was a marathon 'clear', but the audience 'clearly' enjoyed it. Tessa's
accompaniment of the whole concert was carried out with professionalism and sensitivity (but then
again, she IS a former Amici) and I do hope that she enjoyed taking part in our Christmas concert.
I know this concert was primarily organised by Sandy Rotary Club, but I have a couple of thanks to
make. First of all to Bill White who was instrumental in setting the concert up in the first place. As
we all know, Bill has not had an easy year, so it is wonderful that he is now well on the road to full
recovery and was able to introduce the concert last night. My second thanks go to Kate Mingay
who has liaised with the Eco hub on our behalf. I'm sure most of you will be aware that the
changing rooms that we used as our 'dressing rooms' were left in a very poor state after the
footballers vacated them, and Kate spent a good hour after the rehearsal sweeping up mud,
mopping the floors and cleaning the toilets - not in her job description as an Amici committee
member!! So thank you Kate for doing that for us - and I hope you'll remain on the committee?
May I now wish you a very happy, peaceful and blessed Christmas and I look forward to seeing you
all again at our first rehearsal of the new year on 9th January.
With very best wishes. Anne

Meet our new president, the incomparable Brian Mack!
I was born in Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka) and came to London in 1954
to take up a scholarship at the Royal
Academy of Music, studying violin,
piano and composition.
I specialised on viola in '56 only
because of a dearth
of viola players!
I went to Dublin in
'58 to join the RE
Symphony
Orchestra.
I joined the City of
Birmingham
Symphony Orchestra
in '61 but went back
to Dublin after 15
months, suffering
homesickness, to rejoin the orchestra,
now the Radio
Eireann Symphony
Orchestra (Dublin)!
Within the orchestra, I formed the
Irish Chamber Orchestra (ICO) with
friend and colleague Janos Furst.
The ICO disbanded in '66 because it
was "head-hunted" to form the
nucleus of the string section of the
new Ulster Orchestra.
In '70 I was invited to join the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra (RPO), much
to the delight of my parents, who
had settled in England in '69.
I left the RPO in '74 to freelance
exclusively. I have played under a
wide variety of conductors, including
Kempe; Klemperer; Kubelik; Abbado;
Muti; Giulini; Previn; Kertesz;
Sargent; Boult; Beecham; Maazel
and composers Stravinsky; Bliss;
Bernstein; Copeland; Katchaturian
and Henry Mancini.

I then enjoyed extensive touring with
RPO; London Symphony Orchestra;
Philharmonia; Sinatra; Sammy Davis
Jr.; Perry Como; Andy Williams; 4
Tops; Stylistics; Johnny Mathis;
Shirley Bassey; Glen Campbell; Barry
White; Shirley Maclaine; Jack Jones;
Tony Bennett.
I spent weeks at
the Palladium with
Bing Crosby and
Rosemary
Clooney; Liberace;
Bob Hope; Gladys
Knight and the
Pips; Helen
Reddy; Buddy
Rich; Mel Torme;
The Carpenters
and a week each
with Barry
Manilow and
George Benson at
Wembley Arena.
I started at the Phantom of the
Opera in '86 and "retired" in 2003. I
became known as the "Phantom Viola
Player" because so much time taken
off!!
I have been married to Joan, an exballet dancer since '66 and have one
son, Peter, a Chartered Surveyor. I
have 3 grandsons, the eldest of
whom is at Cambridge.
I have thoroughly enjoyed a
glamorous career rather than a
distinguished one. I am 'Semirequired' now but very grateful to
play in the Battle Proms under
Douglas Coombes' enjoyable baton!
I am very proud to be elected
President of the Amici Singers and it
is indeed a great honour to serve in
any way I can.

This month I have been getting to know … Anne Bunker

How long have you been Since October 1979 – the choir had been
an Amici?
going for about 18 months when I plucked up
the courage to audition!

Have you always lived in
this area?

What do you consider to
be your favourite song?

Mostly – I was born in Biggleswade, but was
brought up from the age of three in Coventry
when my father came back from the war. I
moved back to Biggleswade sixteen years later
when I married Peter and we then moved
again after three years to Gamlingay where we
have lived ever since.
It has to be ‘Shenandoah’, doesn’t it?

What is your favourite
place?

Home.

Tell us about your
favourite hobbies

Singing, singing and more singing – joking
apart, I do belong to more than one choir, but
also enjoy baking and sewing / needlework /
embroidery as well as the occasional swim.

What is your favourite
food?

I love traditional English food – a good steak,
fish and chips, steak and kidney pie, beef stew
and dumplings, etc., but am also very partial to
a nice Italian meal at Mama Mia’s, our
favourite restaurant in Bedford.

Please describe yourself
in just three words

Grey haired Granny!

What is your greatest
achievement?

Bringing up our three girls to be responsible
adults and parents in their own right (at least
we think they’re responsible!).

Who has provided your
greatest inspiration?

My parents – closely followed by my music
teacher at school.

Share something that
most people wouldn’t
know about you?

I used to teach swimming and was a qualified
life-saver.

What makes you laugh
out loud?

If I can change ‘what’ to ‘who’ it’s my
grandchildren – they’re always making me
laugh!

Who would you most
like to have a cup of tea
with?

My oldest friend from childhood who now lives
in Australia – we’d have a lot of catching up to
do!

What piece of advice
would you give to your
teenage self?

Don’t leave school at sixteen.

Do you have any pets?

No.

What is your favourite
colour?

I don’t think I have an absolute favourite colour
but I do love reds, blues and purples.

What is your treasured
childhood memory?

Seeing my dad for the first time – he went
away when I was six weeks old and came back
when I was three.

What has been your
greatest challenge?

Answering these questions!!!!!

Where in the world
would you like to travel
to that you haven't
visited before?

Gibraltar

What book have you
read recently?

Confessions of a Murder Suspect by James
Patterson – I enjoy a good thriller.

Who is your favourite
composer?

That’s a hard one – there are so many that I
admire - but Tchaikovsky has to be
somewhere near the top of my list.

Please can you help? I love singing but whenever we sing under performance conditions I
get incredibly nervous. I find it very difficult to concentrate and then worry I will make
mistakes and let my fellow singers down. Please can you tell me how I can combat my
nerves so I can enjoy every moment on stage?

What you must realise is that it is not a crime or a mortal sin to be anxious or nervous in such
circumstances. The singer is always at a disadvantage to an instrumentalist as the voice is a part of
the body and so can be affected by physical and mental conditions. However what really helps to
overcome nerves is to really know your music, be comfortable with and trust your fellow singers
and to trust your conductor. What does not help is last minute attention to the music, to your hair
and to your singing outfit. Do not arrive at the last minute, but give yourself plenty of time to
arrive, so that you can breathe normally and get ready for the essential warm up which should
help to calm the nerves. Some find help by sitting quietly and imagining that they are in a quiet
beautiful place in the countryside. I know some who eat a banana because they feel that the
potassium helps. There are a number of things you can then try and you have to find out which
works for you.
When you go on stage, look at the audience; if possible look them in the eyes and smile –
you may get a smile back. If not try someone else. Do not forget that the audience have
paid to hear the choir and that includes you. All the time, keep breathing evenly.
Show everyone that you are really pleased to be there.
Some years ago, when discussing this with a singer, she told me that she imagines the
audience naked – that always raise a smile!
Keep saying that you are going to enjoy yourself.
Remember that you are not alone and that you are surrounded by friends.
Think that you are better than anyone in the audience.
Find a friendly face in the audience, even someone you know, and feel you are performing
to them.
Keep on performing. The more you do so will help you overcome this problem.
If anyone has other ideas about conquering nerves, let Karen know.

Reading music doesn’t come naturally to me – I notice in some pieces of music that double flats
have been used and I’m never quite sure what note I am supposed to sing. Please can you
advise? Why don’t composers simply rewrite it as a different note rather than flattening it?
A double flat (bb) simply lowers a note by a tone. The double flat, (which does not occur all that often) is used to
observe the rules of musical grammar. To explain this further would take pages. But perhaps this will help. You may
have some music in the key of Db which has the following flats -: Db, Eb Gb, Ab, Bb which would be shown in the key
signature at the beginning of each stave. Within that piece you have the following passage which descends in
semitones:- Bb, Bbb, Ab, Abb, Gb. This would appear in the music as B, Bbb, A, Abb, G because the key signature
tells us that every B, A & G is a flat. Now that passage could be written as Bb, A♮ Ab, G♮, Gb but it uses more
accidentals – a sharp, flat, natural signs etc., are called accidentals. Without going into musical grammar, in my view
B, Bbb, A, Abb, G is much clearer than Bb, A♮ Ab, G♮, Gb. Speaking as a composer, I do try and aim for clarity in my
writing so as to make things clearer for a performer. And if the performer has had a sound music education, then
the rules of musical grammar would be understood.
I love listening to classical music but I get terribly baffled between some of the technical terms. For
example what are the main differences between a cadenza, a fugue and a cantata? Is it possible to
tell the difference just by listening to them? Thank you.

Cadenza. This often occurs in a concerto,
which is a work for a solo instrument and
orchestra – though there are concertos for
two or more instruments. The cadenza is a
passage which is for the solo instrument
alone and it is a chance for the soloist to
show off their technical skill and virtuosity.
In a number of works, the soloist
extemporized on themes from the concerto
which also demonstrated their musical and
improvisatory skills. These cadenzas more
often than not occur toward the end of a
movement when all the themes have been
played. However, composers have written
out a cadenza as in the first movements of
the Grieg Piano Concerto and the
Tchaikovsky violin concerto. In recent years
composers tend to write out the
cadenza.
Originally cadenza was a vocal flourish
improvised by a performer in the final
moments of an aria and was in practice well
into the 18th century. By then it became
used in instrumental music and soon
became a standard part of the concerto.
Nowadays, very few performers improvise
their cadenzas. They are either written out
by the performer in advance of the
performance, or by someone else or by the
composer.

Fugue. It is easy to get bogged down in
technicalities, so I will try to keep it simple.
Essentially, a fugue is a basic tune which is given to
one part, then is taken up by another part. When the
tune is first played (or sung) it is in the key of the
work. So if it is a fugue in C, then the theme starts in
C. This is called the subject. A few bars later, the
theme is heard in another part and is usually heard
in a new key based on five notes higher which in the
key of C is G (C,D,E,F,G). This is called the answer.
Meanwhile the first part continues with another
theme which is called the countersubject. If the
fugue is in three parts, then the third part enters
with the subject and if it is a four part fugue then this
fourth part comes in with the answer. Incidentally,
the word comes from Latin fugere ("to flee") and
fugare ("to chase"). And when listening to a fugue it
does seem that the parts are either chasing each
other or fleeing from each other. What I have
referred to as parts are also called voices regardless
if it is sung or played. Now at the start I said that “It
is easy to get bogged down in technicalities” and
many of you will be thinking that I am bogged down
already! So I will stop there – but that is only a 10th
of the fugue story, but I think that enough is enough
for the moment…All I will say is that in the hands of a
master - Bach, Handel and Mozart – fugues can be
exciting and fascinating. And a marvellous example
of a fugue in action is the last section of The Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra by Benjamin Britten,
composed in 1946 with the subtitle Variations and
Fugue on a Theme of Purcell

Cantata. This is an extended choral work, with or without solo voices and usually accompanied by an
orchestra. The word is derived from the Italian word cantare which literally is a piece to be sung as
opposed to a Sonata which is a composition for instrument(s) – from the Italian: sonare, - “to
sound.” Most cantatas are religious works though there are secular ones e.g. The Peasant Cantata and
the Coffee Cantata by J.S. Bach and The John Clare Cantata by Malcolm Arnold.

So you can see that there are major differences between a Cadenza, a Fugue and a Cantata, in the
same way that there are major differences between a Car, a Horse and a House!
I find it very difficult to breathe correctly. I find I can breathe in ok but I find it difficult to
breathe out naturally, I seem to end up holding my breath, do you have any advice please?

Correct posture, whether sitting or standing is absolutely crucial; whether this breathing will
always be impaired. So the following should be helpful:
A Note on Posture
Posture is possibly the most important part of singing. Bad posture quickly leads to tiredness, bad
breathing, poor tone quality and the wrong attitude to singing.
Standing
The feet should be firmly on the ground and slightly apart, not wider than the shoulders with an
even distribution of weight - do not put weight on one hip with a resulting one stiff leg and the
other bent.
Legs should never be crossed. Also legs must not be locked, but knees should be relaxed and
very slightly bent.
Tension in the legs affects the whole body and the breathing.
Feel tall with shoulders back and chest reasonably high - but never raise the shoulders, especially
when taking a breath. This will break up the flow of air and restrict the quality of sound.
The head should be relaxed, held up evenly and naturally and not pushed to one side.
The hands should be at the sides. They should not be behind the back or grasped in front, or
folded, which will cause body tension.
Always remember that if we stand incorrectly, we put many muscles under stress, and often we
will not notice or feel the problem at the time - but we will pay for it later.

Sitting
Do not cross the legs. This is often done out of habit and to rest music on the lap.
When music is on the lap, this makes the singer look down, causing tension around the neck and
encourages the body to sag. Then when the singer looks up, the back of the neck becomes tight.
Constant straightening up from the sagging position, which often means pulling back the
shoulders, raising the ribcage and arching the back is tiring and also causes wear and tear on the
voice and brain. So always hold up the music in a relaxed comfortable position, so that only the
eyes move, and not the head, to look at the teacher/conductor.
So when sitting it is a good idea to sit forward with both feet on the ground, at right angles to the
ground and with legs slightly apart. Make sure that everyone is sitting on the two bony knobbles
of the buttocks. These can easily be found by sitting on the hands. No matter how well padded
the individual, these knobbles can be found.

A note on Breathing
Breath should be taken in noiselessly and evenly through the mouth.
Whilst inhaling, the lower ribs should expand. This should be in line with the spot, which if
struck forcibly, would cause that person to be winded. A good way of checking is to place the
hands on the stomach, with finger tips touching. When the breath is taken in, the hands should
come apart. When the breath is expelled, the hands should come together.
At full inhalation, the breath must not be kept in place by stiffening the throat and neck
muscles. Stiffening the throat and neck muscles may be the cause of the questioner’s problem.
Never raise the shoulders when taking a breath which will cause shallow breathing. Too many
when taking a breath do the exact opposite of what is required: stomachs are tucked in,
shoulders are raised and chest expanded which gives a ‘superman’.
Never hold the breath in; let it flow out evenly as you sing.
N.B. It pays dividends to have a few lessons with a good singing teacher.

Please don’t be shy and let me know if you have any questions so that we can include them
(anonymously) in the next edition … as they say, a problem shared is a problem halved and it
is very possible that someone else may have the same question!

Coming soon to a village near you!
Come and see the Watoto choir from Uganda

11 February – Great Gransden Church – 7 p.m.
A wonderful evening awaits you – visit www.watoto.com to discover more about the choir and their vocation

Dates for your Diary
Rehearsal dates 2014
Spring Term: Jan 9 – April 10
Summer Term: April 24 – June 26

March 2014

I hope you enjoyed last month’s selections of puzzles and
brainteasers but how did you get on? Here are the solutions.

Trackword: Orchestra

th

Saturday 29 - 10am – 3pm
St. Peter’s Church, Biggleswade
All day rehearsal for Bruges

There were a total of 136 words you could have
found in the last trackword. A full listing can be
provided on request.

May 2014
Tuesday 20th– Thursday 23rd
Bruges Tour
More information to follow

June 2014
Saturday 21st
Summer Concert
St. Bartholomew Church
Great Gransden

September 2014
Saturday 27th
Leamington Spa
More information to follow

Match Word
Brown
Putting
Postage
Toffee
Flower
Penny
Football
King
Hi-speed
Black

Bread
Green
Stamp
Apple
Press
Black
Pitch
Prawn
Train
Magic

Crumbs
Fingers
Collection
Pie
Gang
Lace
Fork
Cocktail
Spotter
Tricks

December 2014
Saturday 20th
Christmas Concert
Gamlingay Eco Hub

Did you know?
Amici Music
The music the choir sings is provided
free. However, if you would like your
own copy of any of the music, with the
piano accompaniment, you can buy it.
The only music to which this does not
apply is the Gershwin because of
copyright. So if you would like your
own copy of Sing with the Spirit, The
Second Tapestry and the Quedlinburg
Missa Brevis, please see Carole.

Word search: Amici Venues
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12
13
14
17
20
21
22
23

Across
May destination for songs or chocolate!!
(6)
A decorated fir found in Devon Valleys
(7,7,1,1,1)
Half of a Biblical lifetime (6,4)
Building where jokes might be swapped?
(4,8)
Italian friends (6)
Otherwise known as Divas (8)
Fend off hunger with it (5)
They’ll be with us in a minute! (7)
The tenth month contributes to a set of
eight (6)
Thursday night meeting (9)
Wherries Eggnog (anag.) (6, 8)

1
2
3
4
6
8
10
11
15
16
18
19

Down
Do go when ivy hums themes differently? (anag.)
(3,4,2,5,4,4,2,4)
The centre of a green performance perhaps? (6)
Three times a key (6, 4)
Rewritten note for Pia is our accompaniment (9)
This wall hanging has been sewn again by folk
(1,6,8)
Is this the food of love? (5)
Product of four parts used by Barbershop
perhaps? (7)
Where the Amici Singers went ‘en masse’ in 2012
(11)
A central Bedfordshire town where friends gather
(11)
A rolling river? (10)
All together with one missing (4)
The collective term for green and blacks (7)

Matchword
Trackword
L

E

P

N

O

X

O

H

Y

Clue: A musical instrument

Forrest

____

Alarm

Secret

____

List

Condensed

____

Bottle

Tide

____

Time

Lemon

____

Cheese

Sailing

____

House

Napkin

____

Binder

Comic

____

Stile

Swimming

____

Table

Making sure you use the
centre square in the grid
above how many words
can you discover?
Minimum word length: 3

After silence, that which comes nearest
to expressing the inexpressible is music
Aldous Huxley (1894-1963) – British Writer, Social Activist

Calling all Sudoku fans …. You have not been
forgotten, why not try your hand at this little
number:

4 2
9 6 5
7
9
4

6
8
1
6
2 9

3 7
6
1
7
3
8
1
5 4 3
4
8 6

